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With Field Day only two and a half weeks away, it appears that the Sophomores will have to show more class spirit than has been evident to date if they expect to win freshmen displaying the traditional cardinal and gray teamwear after October 26th. From our viewpoint we believe that the freshmen will definitely meet this challenge. Furthermore, it is certain that freshmen in particular have handled the situation very strongly. However, we can't judge the freshmen in too many respects for they have, as always, charged with lack of support of some of their Field Day teams. We have especial respect for the top-class crew, which is sadly hamstrung at the present moment. Whatever do you think, are you going to let your commendable spirit go unrewarded by not supporting your team to your fullest extent?

Meanwhile what does the Sophomore side of the ledger say? First and foremost is the rumor that the Sophomores are anticipating having to use a four-seated shell in the shell down the Charles River on the morning of October 26th. The reason for this was that one of the men hulling a team has refused to allow Poma and five to set foot to the last lap, one of the spectators. The Sophomores have definitely committed themselves, than that of reporting the games and meet. A sports reporter in collegiate circles was much important athletic events in the course of his reportorial duties meets outstanding coaches and athletes. If there are any of you who would be interested in working on the sports department of the Tech or who would like to offer your services in any way, please call Al Dunning.

So much for the annual brawl; now to turn to a subject which is not strictly sports but nevertheless is very closely connected with them. We refer to the problem of mailing the sports department of Tech. This year we are faced with the necessity of struggling along with only a skeleton staff. None of the freshmen who have come out for Tech this year have signed up with the sports department. To anyone interested in athletics we think of seeing no more enjoyable activity, outside of the sports themselves, than that of reporting the games and meets. A sports reporter in collegiate circles was much important athletic events in the course of his reportorial duties meets outstanding coaches and athletes. If there are any of you who would be interested in working on the sports department of the Tech or who would like to offer your services in any way, please call Al Dunning.

The opening game comes on Saturday, May 14, at Yale and should prove very interesting. Last year the team lost to Yale by one goal. With eight veterans and a few first year men, life should be good through this year.

For the first time in recent years, a victory for the freshmen field day crew seems assured. Al Dunning is very enthusiastic about the prospects of the freshmen, for they have six full crew men practicing every morning. They are showing some real spirit and unless the second year men are, there will be no doubt about the winner on field day.

The material for these crews is excellent on both the heavy and light weight crews, and the men are spending wonderfully well to the intensive training and possibilities being given them by both coaches. The heavy-weight crews are well marked having all their own way, for the light-weight are giving them a real run for their money. In fact last year the freshmen crew should report to the Coop Field at five o'clock this afternoon or tomorrow. Members of the freshmen team receive their numbers for playing on their class team.

Expect Fresh Victory

Freshman Crews in Early Morning Practice

By George A. Dunning

Win 500 Meter Run

Enzo Cooper, '37

VARSITY BOOTERS READY FOR YALE

Eight Veterans Back on Team; Freshmen Meet Watertown in Their Opener

With a nucleus of eight of last year's varsity men about which to form, prospects for a good year in soccer are very bright. The total squad numbers about 20 students, and also by establishing a new state record of 8:30 in the last 200 yard dash. The only other Tech man to place in the meet was Mort Jenkins, who placed seventh in the 200 yard dash.

The meet was Mort Jenkins, who placed seventh in the 200 yard dash.
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